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hallowed saint was B-movie star Maria Montez. Montez’s main com ‘u
tor, Yvonne De Carlo, became the antithesis of Smith’s beloved Mo ,
Smith described De Carlo most succinctly asa “walking career.” l
description was meant to tag the actress with the title of avulgar p r o '.
Sionalist. Those of us who attempt to dream utopia within the sphere- ,!
Ou r quotidian life must constantly overcome the disabling inertia gen
ated by such agents of antiutopianism. De Carlo’s brand of careerism l
viewed bySmith asanethos that limited the possibility of imagininga - a.
ferent time and place that was no t organized by capitalism’s injunctive
reproduce and beproductive. If weapply some of Smith’s irreverence , _
the current problemof gay and lesbian neoliberalism,weunderstand th ‘
the problemwith groups such asthe HumanRights Campaign and othe :7
that advocate the “mainstream” of queer politics is no t unlike the prob}
lemofwalking careerism,which is to say, then, that Yvonne DeCarlo‐ism‘u
dominates contemporary LGBT activism. In this book I suggest we need/fr
anidealism that is perhaps assparklingasthe hallowed iconicity of Maria

grip.

tique of the “here and now” in favor of atransformative “then and there.”
The politics of Smith’s utopianism can be linked to current aesthetic proj‑
eCts that also imagine alternative universes that eschew the dominance
of the here and now for the force and potentiality of a conjured world
of fantasy and magic that is not simply amode of fantastical escapism
but, instead, ablueprint for alternative modes of being in the world. "Ihis
project does not need to draw a stark distinction between escapism and
radicalpolitics. In this book I have strived to illustrate the importance of
rekindling apolitical imagination. Furthermore, escape itselfneed no t be
a surrender but, instead, may be more like a refusal of a dominant order
and its systemic violence. Queer fantasy is linked to utopian longing, and
tOgether the two can become contributing conditions of possibility for
political transformation.
Utopia’s rejection of pragmatism is often associated with failure. And,

indeed, most profoundly, utopianism represents a failure to be normal.
Throughout this book I have offered historical examples of queer aesthetic
practices imbued with utopian potentiality. I have often aligned these

g,
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-dings of work from the past (or in Bloch’s terms, the no-longer-con‑

I Smithian transport ignitedby the force of queer utopianism.Utopia can

negativity, a generative politics can be potentially distilled from the aes‑
thetics of queer failure.Within failure wecan locate akernel of potential‑
ity. I align queer failure with a certain mode of virtuosity that helps the
spectator exit from the stale and static lifeworld dominated by the alien‑
ation, exploitation, and drudgery associated with capitalism or landlord‑
ism. When I describe the ways in which Jack Smith, Dynasty Handbag,
andMy Barbarianperformfailure, I amnot claiming that they are no t suc‑

strong, fulfilling, or interesting; indeed my opinion is just the opposite,
asI revel in the aesthetic and political stimulation the work provides. In‑
stead I mean to explicate the ways in which these artists thematize failure
asbeing something like the always already status of queers and other mi‑
noritarian subjects in the dominant social order within which they toil.
Queer failure, asI argue, is more nearly about escape and a certain kind
of virtuosity.

Dynasty Handbagand the Strange Itinerant Beauty of Queer Failure

Queer failure is often deemed or understood asfailure because it rejects
normative ideas of value. In speech act theory it is the failure central to
speech itself. It is blatantly and irrevocably antinormative. Normal was a
despised term for Smith, and it referred to much more than sexual ob‑
ject choice. The normativity against which Smith argued is not Michael
Warner’s idea of heteronormativity, aparticular mode of normativity, but,
instead, amore expansive understanding of the problem of the normal.6
"lhis expansive understandingof the normal can tentatively beunderstood
asthe antiutopian. Smith’s use of the term normal spoke against straight
time, which is laden with temporal obstacles and challenges that ensure
a certain kind of queer failure asaxiomatic for the queer subject and col‑
lectivity.Within straight time the queer can only fail; thus, anaesthetic of
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failure can beproductively occupied by the queer artist for the ‑
of delineating the bias that underlies straight time's measure. The - ‑
of failure are about doing something else, that is, doing something ‘
in relation to asomething that is missing in straight time’s always - '
flawed temporal mappingpractice.Thus, we think about howSmithll 4.
endary for‘‘failing” to start his loft performances on time andkeeping
diences waiting for him to emerge. ,
The work of 1inCameron’s art persona, Dynasty Handbag, i l l ‑

the efficacy of acertain mode of queer failure. A musician andperfo .. ‘
Cameron created the character of Dynasty Handbag in 2002. I -- 4'
Handbag can perhaps best be described as a sort of quixotic bag
dressed in an outfit that appears to be something of an eighties 1.13")
laden aerobics costume. Always prepared to negotiate a threat, both I
but mostly imagined, she wears a rumpled backpack filled with en
snacks. Her constant nemeses are the voices in her head. None of .‘
Dynasty Handbag performances I have watched has been an actual r
ure. Indeed, they have all been far from failures inasmuch as they 1
left audiences of alternative music, culture, and sexuality applauding -- k
even seemingly edified. My own experience asa spectator at those pe . '

tural heroine.DynastyHandbag is the utopian oddball par excellence.

difficult to negotiate. At one level she is confronted with visions of cook‑

ratedwith a punk ethos that celebrates a certain kind of nonmastery that

movement and sound,wesee abrilliant offness. This is amodality of being
ofl"script, offpage, which is not somuch a failure to succeed asit is a fail‑
ure to participate in asystem ofvaluation that ispredicatedonexploitation
andconformity. The queer failure ofDynastyHandbagandcountless other
queer performers is afailure that is more nearly arefusal or anescape.
In Bags, a performance commissioned by Dance Theater Workshop in

january 2009, the voices in DynastyHandbag'sheadget the best of her. The
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DynastyHandbag.PhotographscopyrightJibz Cameron; photographerVes Pitts.

black stage is empty except for five small bags seemingly scattered around
it The different discarded bags begin to talk to Dynasty Handbag and dic‑
tate hermovements and emotionalpositionality onstage.Eachbagspeaks to
the frazzled protagonist, and the various voices play over the theater’s sound
system. The artist herself voices the various monologues of seduction. A
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brown paper bag that initially comes on sweet becomes an increasingly
whiney and demanding bottom.After first seducing her, it demands more
andmore hand‐bagpenetration.She moves from that object relationship to
adarker one with ablack plastic bag.That entanglement starts off on avery
sado-masochistic note. In the frenzy of their hand-bag intercourse asubtle
boundary is crossed and the black bagviolently rejects the hapless Dynasty
Handbag. She is then comforted by a blue plastic bagwith a cheesy fake
British accent. This bag at first comforts her but then attempts to drag her
into aquagmire of self‐pity and nihilism. She turns away from the negative
blue bag to ademandingwhite plastic bag that asks her to become various
figures embodied in dance. Dynasty becomes a turnip, a toilet, and Mick
Jagger with a dagger, and she dances her becoming in her particular style
of nonmastery. She is spasmatic and slightly ridiculous in her exaggerated
movements, but the audience seems to sense that she is quaking with a
transformative potentiality. Being and performativity momentarily merge
asthe character becomes other, becoming herself, embracing her status as
quixotic madwoman, oddball, and utopian. The clear plastic bag rewards
her with a bite of the peanut butter sandwich that it contains. The bag tells
her that it insists on preserving the flavor of the thing it surrounds, mak‑
ing it more natural.We see that Dynasty Handbag is now enveloped with
the enabling aura of the plastic bagsothat her utopian imagination isnewly
energizedandmade new. In this moment acertain kindof hopelessnessand
failure breakmomentarily and open into anew reparativemoment.
Failure and hopelessness seem strange topics for abook about utopia

and hope. Yet I want to see the failure and bad sentiments in Dynasty
Handbag’s work as active political refusal. To make this point I turn to
particular moment in philosopher Paolo Virno’s A Grammar of the Mul‑
titudes, which speaks of the emotional situation of the post-Fordist mo‑
ment as characterized by a certain mode of ambivalence. This ambiva‑
lence leads to “bad sentiments.” As Virno puts it, the emotional situation
of the multitude today is that of these bad sentiments, which include “op‑
portunism, cynicism, social integration, inexhaustible recanting, cheerful
resignation.”8Virno imagines the ways in which the laborer may call on re‑
structured opportunism and cynicism asa sort of escape or exit from late
capitalism’s mandate to work andbeproductive.Negative sentiments such
as cynicism, opportunism, depression, and bitchiness are often seen as
solipsistic, individualistic, and anticommunal affective stances associated
with an emotional tonality of hopelessness. Yet these bad sentiments can
signal the capacity to transcend hopelessness.These sentiments associated
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with despondence contain the potentiality for new modes of collectivity,
belonging in difference and dissent. The worker can potentially redirect
cynicism, which may lead to a criticality that does collapse into a post‑
Fordist standardmode of alienation.
Virno, like other writers associated with the Italianproponents of Op‑

eraismo (workerism) and the Autonomia movement, makes anargument
against work itself. Operaistas understand that capitalism is aproblemno t
simply because workers are exploited but also because work has become
the dominating condition of human life.9 Operaistas do no t want to take
over the means of production; instead they plan on reducing it. What
would it mean, on anemotional level, to makework not the defining fea‑
ture of our lives? How could such aprocedure becarried out?
The strategy at the center of Operaismo is described asexodus‐a strat‑

egy of refusal or defection. This mode of resistance asrefusal or escape
resonates with many patterns of minoritarian resistance to structures of
social command. Examples could include the trope of escapology that
Daphne Brooks has recently described in her book Bodies in Dissent10 or
various acts of illegal border crossing. Real or symbolic “escapes” from
chattel slavery andxenophobic immigration laws are examples of acertain
mode of exodus, which is political action that does not automatically vec‑
t o r in to afixed counterdiscourse of resistance.

Cynicism, opportunism, and other badsentiments can be responses to the
current emotional situation, which many of us interested in the project of
radical politics understand as hopelessness. Virno’s reimagining of bad
sentiments helps us understand them assomething the worker can use to
escape. “Bad sentiments" can be critically redeployed and function asre‑
fusals of social control mandates that become transformative behaviors.
Dynasty Handbag’s queer failure is no t anaesthetic failure but, instead,

apolitical refusal. It is agoing off script, and the script in this instance is
the mandate that makes queer and other minoritarian cultural performers
work no t for themselves but for distorted cultural hierarchy.

The Anticipatory Illuminationof Queer Virtuosity

The other side of the performanceof failure is queer virtuosity. Failure and
virtuosity are both equally important aspects of queer utopia or queer‑
ness as utopian. Queer utopia is a not just a failure to achieve normative
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